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Natural gamma radiation (NGR), one of the major geophysical parameters directly connected with cloud
electrification and lightning initiation, is highly enhanced during thunderstorms. At low energies below 3 MeV,
the enhancement of NGR is due to natural isotope radiation, and for energies up to 50 MeV, it is due to the
operation of the newly discovered electron accelerators in the thunderclouds. For the first time, we present a
comprehensive model of the enhanced fluxes of radiation incident on the earth’s surface during thunderstorms. In
addition to the already explained minute-long fluxes of high-energy electrons and gamma rays from relativistic
runaway electron avalanches (RREA), we clarify also the origin of hour-long isotropic fluxes of low-energy
gamma rays from the Rn-222 progenies. Also, as a direct evidence of RREA, we present photographs of optical
emission during the development of electron-gamma ray cascades in the atmosphere. Natural radioactivity
is a source of continuous exposure of human beings to radiation. Radiation protection of living organisms
requires an understanding of all sources and possible ways of enhancement of the radiation levels that can
double for several hours in the energy domain of hundreds of keV. Therefore individual irradiation doses can
be exceeded during thunderstorms. The models used for the forecasting of thunderstorms and other severe
atmospheric phenomena need an accurate account of the ionizing radiation in the atmosphere. The airglows
can influence the operation of optical, fluorescence, and atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes and fluorescence
detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION26

In Refs. [1,2], we describe a new phenomenon in high-27

energy atmospheric physics, namely, a flux of electrons and28

gamma rays lasting for several hours that correlates with a29

thunderstorm and smoothly decays after cessation of a storm.30

Such enhancement of the particle flux in the thunderous31

atmosphere was well documented during the last two decades.32

Seed electrons from an ambient population of cosmic rays are33

accelerated in the strong electric field forming an electron-34

gamma ray avalanche, directed either downwards to the35

Earth’s surface or upwards into the open space, depending on36

the direction of the electric field. Intense fluxes of gamma rays37

observed in space are called terrestrial gamma flashes (TGFs)38

[3–5]; the ones in the atmosphere are called gamma glows39

[6–9], and the ones that are observed on the ground are called40

thunderstorm ground enhancements (TGEs) [10–16]. In the41

latter, also neutron fluxes are observed [17–20]. The runaway42

breakdown (RB) [21], also referred to as relativistic runaway43

electron avalanche (RREA) [22–24], and the modification of44

electron energy spectra (MOS) [25] are the only theoretical45

models satisfactorily explaining electron acceleration up to46
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40–50 MeV (see Fig. 1). The MOS process, which occurs 47

when the strength of the atmospheric electric field is below the 48

breakeven field value at which avalanches are developed, can 49

enhance the gamma ray flux only by few percent. A systematic 50

investigation of TGE phenomena at Aragats space environ- 51

ment center (ASEC) was performed with plastic scintillators 52

previously used for the research of galactic cosmic rays and 53

solar and space weather phenomena. The energy threshold of 54

these detectors exceeds 5 MeV and episodes of enhanced flux 55

do not surpass 10 minutes [26]. However, after the installation 56

of NaI spectrometers [27] with a lower energy threshold on 57

the Aragats network, during continuous monitoring of particle 58

fluxes [28], we observe a natural gamma radiation in hundreds 59

of keV energy range as well. By measuring the differential 60

energy spectra of electrons and gamma rays in the energy 61

range from 300 keV to 50 MeV, we discovered that the particle 62

fluxes continued for ∼4 hours with a characteristic decay 63

time of ∼1 hour. As the half-life time of the flux decay well 64

coincides with the half-life time of isotopes 214Pb (∼300 keV) 65

and 214Bi (∼600 keV) of the uranium-radium decay chain, 66

first of all, we check the hypothesis of the precipitation origin 67

of enhanced gamma ray flux. By observing numerous TGEs 68

without any precipitation, we reject this hypothesis [29]. We 69

also reject the hypothesis of the TGE origin from the radon 70

progenies gathered in the thunderclouds suggested in Ref. [30] 71

by observing TGEs from clouds with rather a high base 72

(>500 m), and by detecting gamma rays with energies well 73

above the isotope decay energies [31,32]. Nonetheless, an 74

explanation of the long-lasting TGEs was still missing. 75
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FIG. 1. A schematic view of the NGR enhancement during thunderstorms.

In the early work [33], it was mentioned that “radon-76

daughter ions are found to disappear almost completely at77

ground level under an active thunderstorm due to upward78

migration of the ions under the influence of strong electric79

fields.” In Ref. [34], a strong correlation between gamma ray80

levels, precipitation, and the vertical component of the near-81

surface electric field was measured. In many other studies, it82

was observed that radon and its progenies are very mobile83

and readily attach to aerosol surfaces. Thus emanated radon84

progenies become airborne and immediately attach to the dust85

particles and aerosols existing in the atmosphere and are lifted86

by the near-surface electric field upward providing isotropy87

radiation of low-energy gamma rays (see the right side of88

Fig. 1). Owing to their long half-life (27 and 20 minutes),89

214Pb and 214Bi are the most abundant radon progenies in the90

atmosphere and candidates for the NGR at low energies.91

In the summer of 2019, we performed several experiments92

with NaI spectrometers to reveal the contribution of Rn proge-93

nies to observed TGEs. The measured energy and inclination94

of the enhanced low-energy particle fluxes validate the idea95

that the origin of these fluxes is gamma radiation of Rn 96

progenies lifted to the atmosphere by the near-surface electric 97

field. Also, we present the first optical signature of RREA 98

developed in the lower part of the thundercloud. 99

II. ELECTRON ACCELERATOR OPERATING 100

IN THE ATMOSPHERE 101

As we can see in Fig. 1, the electron acceleration towards 102

Earth is due to the electric field between the main negative 103

(MN) charge region in the middle of the cloud and the positive 104

charge induced on the ground. Inside the thundercloud, this 105

field can be significantly increased by an emerging lower pos- 106

itively charged layer (LPCR) located below the main negative 107

charge region. 108

The electric field in the gap between the MN layer and 109

LPCR will be enhanced by the superposition of ELPCR and 110

EMN, while the field below the LPCR will be reduced due to 111

the opposite directions of ELPCR and EMN. The maximal inten- 112

sity (and maximal energy of TGE particles) is observed when 113
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FIG. 2. The disturbances of near-surface electric field and corresponding count rate enhancement registered by the 60-cm-thick plastic
scintillator. The maximum particle flux coincides with a positive “bump” in the electrostatic field time series.

the strength of the local electric field in the cloud exceeds the114

breakeven threshold and RB/RRE avalanches start to develop115

downward. For the operation of the electron accelerator and116

detection of TGE we need (1) a proper (breakeven) electric117

field (ELPCR + EMN), for instance, E > 1.7 kV/m, in the gap118

located somewhere between 3500–5000 m above Earth’s sur-119

face, and (2) a large spatial extent of the field (larger than 500120

m).121

From the observed patterns of electrostatic field distur-122

bances during the TGE occurrences, we assume that rising123

“bumps” in the time series (see Fig. 2, the zoomed version124

of the schematic chart shown in the Fig. 1 below the thun-125

dercloud) are an essential characteristic of the thunderstorm,126

evidencing vertical movement of positive hydrometeors in the127

direction towards the Earth’s surface and causing excursion128

of the polarity of the near-surface electric field. Consequently,129

enlarging the spatial extent of the field leads to a larger poten-130

tial drop and acceleration of electrons to high energies, up to131

50 MeV. The maximum of experimentally measured particle132

flux (top black curve in Fig. 2) coincides with the “bump”133

rising from the deep negative electrostatic field and reaching134

the positive domain (bottom blue curve in Fig. 2). However,135

the large variability in duration, amplitude, and shape of TGEs136

detected by ASEC facilities, as well as, fluctuating patterns137

of the near-surface electrostatic field disturbances, allows138

also for other scenarios of the emergence of an electric field139

strong enough to accelerate electrons downwards. Recently, it140

was discovered that downward RREA (named gamma glow)141

occurred also between the negative screening layer and the142

upper positive charge layer just below it [8,35]. It is interesting143

to mention as well that examining the general characteristics144

of the preliminary breakdown and stepped leader processes,145

the authors of Ref. [36] notice that the combination of a146

wide middle negative charge region and a small lower positive147

charge region is a favorable condition for the origination148

of intense return strokes. The same conditions support the 149

occurrence of intense TGE that usually was followed by the 150

lightning flash [37]. 151

III. ENHANCEMENT OF THE NATURAL GAMMA 152

RADIATION DURING THUNDERSTORMS 153

In addition to the well-proven “electrical” origin of the 154

high-energy atmospheric phenomena that can enhance parti- 155

cle flux approximately ten times above the background level 156

(see Fig. 18 of Ref. [29]), in Refs. [31,32], we confirm that 157

“radon progenies radiation significantly contributes to the 158

count rate enhancements in the energy range below 3 MeV.” 159

However, the mechanism of this phenomenon remains un- 160

known. 161

To reveal this enigmatic contribution of Rn progenies to 162

TGE flux, we monitor the NGR with a network of NaI 163

spectrometers. NaI crystals of size 12 × 12 × 24 cm (relative 164

energy resolution, FWHL is ∼50%) register not only time 165

series of count rates, but also time series of the 1-minute 166

histograms of energy releases. The low energy threshold 167

(∼300 keV) provides large statistics (∼50 000 counts in a 168

minute) for recovering differential energy spectra (see details 169

of spectrometer operation in Ref. [27]). To investigate the 170

origin of low energy gamma ray fluxes, we cover some spec- 171

trometers with lead filters. First of all, we put spectrometers 172

on the lead to prove that the TGE flux comes from the top 173

and sides of the crystal, and not from the bottom. Then, 174

covering spectrometers from the top, we prove that the low 175

energy portion of TGE comes under large zenith angles. The 176

high-energy portion of TGE comes only from the near-vertical 177

direction due to the vertical alignment of the atmospheric 178

electric field. 179

After rather dry spring-summer seasons on Aragats, the 180

September thunderstorms are highly intensified in the first 181
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FIG. 3. One-minute time series of the disturbances of the near-surface electric field (black) and the particle flux enhancement and decay
(blue) measured by a large NaI spectrometer in the first decade of September 2019. The duration of TGES shown in all frames is ∼4 hours;
the whole scale of the electric field is kept in −30 − +30 kV/m interval.

FIG. 4. One-minute time series of TGE measured on September 4 [see Fig. 2(c)] by NaI spectrometers with the lead filter on top (bottom
blue curve) and without lead (top blue curve). The disturbances of the near-surface electric field are shown between these curves (black). In
insets (a) and (c), we show the histogram of maximal energies of energy spectra measured each minute by both spectrometers, and in insets
(b) and (d), examples of measured energy spectra.
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FIG. 5. Spectrograms of the Rn progenies, the gamma radiation of which is responsible for the enhancement of the count rate at low
energies during thunderstorms. The same TGE events as shown in Fig. 2, but observed by a precise spectrometer with high resolution (FWHH
∼7.7%).

decade producing plenty of TGEs, adding from 5% to 50%182

to the fair-weather count rate. All storms lasted ∼3 hours,183

with a characteristic decay lasting ∼1 hour afterward. The184

near-surface electric field disturbances, measured with an185

EFM-100 electric mill varied from 4 to 25 kV/m. In Fig. 3, 186

we demonstrate six TGEs with a rather smooth decay of the 187

count rate at the end of the storm. A spectrometer with a lead 188

filter on the top measures only isotropic inclined flux from 189
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FIG. 6. The enhanced particle flux measured by the 5-cm-thick, 4-m2-area plastic scintillator (black curve). Energy threshold ∼5 MeV.
Disturbances of the near-surface electric field measured by the electric mill EFM-100 (blue curve). By the outside temperature and dew point,
we estimate the height of the cloud base approximately at 100 m. Relative humidity was 93%, no rain occurred.

Rn-222 progenies gamma radiation. As the storm finishes,190

the electric field strength returns to fair-weather value, and191

the boosted uplift of Rn progenies stops. The half-life of192

count rate decay (20–35 minutes) fits well the half-life of the193

most-abundant gamma emitters from the Rn chain, namely,194

214Pb (the half-live is 27 minutes) and 214Bi (the half-live195

is 20 minutes). Sure, we cannot expect exact concurrence196

of TGE half-life and the isotope half-life: different isotopes197

appear in the atmosphere in a slightly different time, there198

are various decay modes with different branching ratios; the199

processes in the atmosphere are very dynamic, dependent200

on precipitation, wind, temperature, and electric field fast201

changes due to lightning flashes.202

In Fig. 4, we show the time series of count rates measured203

by NaI spectrometers N 2 (upper curve) and N 4 (lower204

curve, 4 cm lead on the top). Between these curves, the205

disturbances of near-surface electric field measured by electric206

mill EFM-100 are shown. In the insets to the left [(a) and (c)],207

we demonstrate the time series of maximal energies of the208

recovered differential energy spectra for each minute of TGE.209

In the right insets [(b) and (d)], we demonstrate the examples210

of these one-minute energy spectra for both spectrometers.211

The 50-MeV peak near 21:00 seen in insets 4(a) and212

4(b) corresponds to high-energy gamma rays from RREA213

developed in the thunderous atmosphere above the detector.214

Both RREA and MOS processes produced a near-vertical215

flux of gamma rays. The maximal energies measured by the216

spectrometer with a lead on the top [isotropic gamma rays217

from radon progenies decay, see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] never218

exceeded 2 MeV.219

In Fig. 5, we show the energy spectra of the same six TGEs220

shown in Fig. 3, now measured by a precise spectrometer221

ORTEC- 905-4 with 1024 channels, high stability, and much222

better (compared with the large NaI crystals) relative energy223

resolution (FWHM ∼7.7% at 0.3–2 MeV energies). The224

four largest peaks in the spectrograms correspond to 214Pb225

(354 keV), 214Bi (609 keV), 214Bi (1120 keV), and 214Bi 226

(1750 keV). The rest of the count rate can be attributed to 227

other gamma radiating isotopes, a small portion of the low- 228

energy inclined gamma rays from the cosmic ray population, 229

and scattered in the crystal gamma rays. Due to the small size 230

of the NaI crystal (5 × 5 × 5 cm) of the ORTEC spectrometer, 231

Compton scattered gamma rays form a continuous spectrum 232

on the left of the isotope gamma radiation lines. Although the 233

intensity of the main isotope peaks drastically changed due 234

to variable meteorological conditions and different strength 235

of near-surface electric field [compare Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), 236

5(e) and 5(f)], the abundances of isotopes are rather stable: 237

39.2%+/−4.4 for 214Pb and 30.8% + / − 3.4 for 214Bi. Thus 238

the overwhelming contribution of the 214Pb and 214Bi isotopes 239

confirms our scenario of the origin of the low energy NGR 240

enhancement during thunderstorms. 241

IV. OPTICAL EMISSIONS PRODUCED BY RELATIVISTIC 242

RUNAWAY ELECTRON AVALANCHES IN THE SKIES 243

ABOVE ARAGATS 244

Electrons generated during the development of RREA 245

excite air molecules which then emit fluorescence light in the 246

visible range. The number of emitted fluorescence photons 247

is proportional to the energy deposited in the atmosphere 248

by traversing electrons. Numerical models of fluorescence 249

emissions for the electron-photon avalanches developing 250

in the upper dipole of the thundercloud were described in 251

Ref. [38]. The upward directed gamma rays originating in 252

these avalanches produce terrestrial gamma ray flashes ob- 253

served by the orbiting gamma ray observatories. Modeling 254

results indicate that TGFs are most likely accompanied by 255

detectable levels of optical emissions. Similarly, if the primary 256

and secondary electrons can generate optical emissions by 257

the radiative relaxation of excited atoms and molecules in the 258

sparse upper atmosphere, the probability to detect airglows in 259
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FIG. 7. Optical emission of the RREAs developing in the large-scale homogeneous electric field within the thundercloud. Randomly
selected frames from the 15-minute-long continuous light bursts occurred on the 1st of September 2019. The clip covering the evolution of the
airglow is available from the link [42].

the dense atmosphere where lower dipole is located is much260

higher.261

Starting from 2014, we monitor the entire sky above Ara-262

gats with the “All Sky Cam” panoramic camera. The camera263

employs a color 1/3" Sony super HAD CCD II image sensor264

that has high sensitivity in the visible wavelength band of265

300–700 nm [39].266

Using a software package provided by the firm, we upload267

image streams to the internet and store digitized images in268

the ADEI database [40]. On strong storm conditions (when the269

near-surface electric field is enhanced by 5 kV/m), we store270

images each second, elsewhere each minute.271

In Ref. [41], we describe a 4-minute lasting airglow, which272

we relate to fluorescence emission from air molecules excited273

by high-energy electrons accelerated in the lower dipole of274

an electrified thundercloud. On the 1st of September 2019,275

we detected a 15-minute lasting uninterruptable airglow, now276

documented by 1-Hz frequency shots of the same panoramic277

camera. Evidence of the “electron” origin of optical bursts is278

provided by the significant flux of TGE registered in the same279

15 minutes (see Fig. 6).280

In Fig. 7, we post some frames from long series of optical 281

bursts detected by the panoramic camera located on the roof 282

of the main building on Aragats research station, 3200 m 283

above sea level. The detailed pattern of airglow digitized every 284

5 seconds can be seen in a clip by following the link [42]. Each 285

glowing patch of optical emission in the frames corresponds 286

to the relativistic runaway electron avalanche developed in the 287

thunderous atmosphere above the station. As the cloud base is 288

located ∼100 m above the earth’s surface, the airglows are 289

well seen in each frame. RREA glows should be much more 290

intense as compared with extensive air shower (EAS) glows, 291

light from which is registered by the fluorescence detectors 292

of Pierre Auger experiment to estimate the energy of the 293

ultrahigh cosmic rays [43]. 294

V. CONCLUSIONS 295

Based on measurements of the intensity and energy spectra 296

of NGR on Mt. Aragats, we present a comprehensive model 297

explaining NGR enhancement during thunderstorms. We de- 298

scribe the TGE phenomenon as a mixture of two separate 299
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processes, both having roots in the electric fields (intracloud300

and near-surface) emerging during thunderstorms. For the first301

time, we observe the airglows initiated by electron-gamma ray302

avalanches developing in the lower atmosphere.303

The temporal evolution of the long-lasting TGEs measured304

by particle detectors with a low threshold (∼300 keV) is305

controlled by three processes: RREA, MOS, and Rn-220306

progenies gamma radiation. The first two are connected with307

avalanche processes in the lower dipole (runaway electrons)308

and modification of the cosmic ray electron energy spectrum,309

the third, essential only at low energies, with natural radioac-310

tivity, is enormously activated during thunderstorms. This311

scenario of NGR origination is supported by measurements312

of the count rates and energy spectra of vertical and inclined313

gamma rays at Aragats. Thus our model is supported by the314

abundance of Rn progenies in the TGE energy spectrum at315

low energies, by the half-life of TGE, and by the absence of316

high energies in the measured flux of “inclined” low-energy317

gamma rays.318

We present evidence that electron fluxes in the lower319

dipole are capable to generate well seen long-lasting optical320

emissions. It is interesting to mention that NASA’s Cassini321

spacecraft has spotted a glowing patch of violet light near322

Saturn’s north pole that marks the presence of an electrical323

circuit that connects Saturn with its moon Enceladus [44].324

Now, the airglows from the electron beams are detected also 325

on Earth. 326

Thus, first, we specify TGE phenomena by detecting si- 327

multaneous flux of high-energy electrons, gamma rays, and 328

neutrons [11]; then, we observe RREA by detecting particle 329

showers coming from clouds (extensive cloud showers [12]); 330

next, we prove the existence of the lower dipole, which 331

accelerates electrons downward [45]. In the same year, we 332

performed simulations of the electron propagation in strong 333

atmospheric electric fields, confirming the runaway phenom- 334

ena [25]. Only in 2019, we presented a comprehensive model 335

of TGE and direct optical evidence of RREA origination in 336

the thunderous atmosphere. 337
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